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Innsbruck

Klagenfurt

Linz

Graz

St. Pölten

Eisenstadt

Bregenz

Salzburg

Eisenberg DAC

Rosalia DAC

Leithaberg DAC

Thermenregion

Carnuntum DAC

Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC

Traisental DAC

Wachau DAC

Wagram
Kremstal DAC

Kamptal DAC
Weinviertel DAC

Neusiedlersee DAC

Ruster Ausbruch DAC

Mittelburgenland DAC

NIEDERÖSTERREICH
(LOWER AUSTRIA | 28,145 HA)OBERÖSTERREICH

(UPPER AUSTRIA | 45 HA)

TIROL 
(TYROL | 5 HA)

SALZBURG
(7 HA)

VORARLBERG
(10 HA)

KÄRNTEN
(CARINTHIA | 170 HA)

BURGENLAND 
(13,100 HA)

STEIERMARK
(STYRIA | 4,633 HA)

WIEN 
(VIENNA | 637 HA)

Südsteiermark DAC

Vulkanland Steiermark DAC

Weststeiermark DAC

Danube

Neusiedlersee      



Austria’s wines are now highly acclaimed both by wine 
experts and wine lovers all around the world. As arti-
sanal products crafted by winemakers with a special 
link to their land, they consistently demonstrate their 
potential at international blind tastings. There is a dis-
tinctive character common to all these wines which 
should be emphasised, based on seven factors. 
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Austria’s special geographic setting is the most im-
portant factor for the exceptional quality of its wines. 
Although Austria is at the same latitude as Burgundy, 
it is much more centrally located within Europe. It is 
consequently in the transitional zone between the mild 
and damp Atlantic climate, and the continental Pan-
nonian one, which has much wider variations in tem-
perature. Warm, sunny summer and autumn days with 
northerly, cool nights are key to the development of 
fresh, aromatic wines with good body and fine charac-
ter. There is simply no other place on earth where the 
refreshing wines are so concentrated, or where opulent 
wines exhibit such grace.

THE CLIMATE  
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1) Continental 
 Pannonian  
 climate

2)  Moderate
 Atlantic 
 climate 

3) Cool air from
 the north

4) Illyrian 
 Mediterranean  
 climate
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Austria is a relaxed country with an unmatched quality 
of life. This is one of the key reasons why it has become 
a globally-renowned tourism destination. Many holi-
daymakers view Austria as the most hospi table country 
in Europe. This is especially true for its picturesque 
win egrowing regions, which cover over 46,515  hectares: 
the Wachau and the classic regions in Niederösterreich 
(Lower Austria) either side of the Danube; Steiermark 
(Styria) and its spectacular ranges of hills; Burgenland 
with the natural paradise Lake Neusiedl; and Wien 
(Vienna) – the world’s only major winegrowing capital. 
And the character of the wines is just as individual as 
the character of the regions they hail from. In addition 
to the climate, the soils are a key factor behind this in-

dividuality: crystalline stone terraces or huge loess lay-

4

2
THE LAND  
BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES,
DEMANDING SOILS
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5

ers in Niederösterreich, calcareous soils in northern 
Burgenland and Südsteiermark or volcanic soils in 
Kamptal and Vulkanland Steiermark. This means that, 
despite being a small wine producing nation, Austria 
offers a wide range of different, interest ing wines which 
nevertheless all share an amaz ing tension between 
ripe ness and freshness. 

www.austria.info – the official travel guide for holiday 
in Austria. Find further information about holilday in 
Austria and articles, pictures and attractive offers.
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Internationally successful varieties such as Riesling, 
Sauvignon Blanc, Gelber Muskateller (Muscat Blanc 
à Petits Grains), Weissburgunder (Pinot Blanc), Char-
donnay, Pinot Noir, Merlot and Cabernet all ripen in 
particular regions and sites in Austria, producing  great 
wines in their own right, with finesse and regional ty-
picity. Over recent years the great potential of autoch-
thonous Austrian grape varieties has become ever more 
apparent, and Grüner Veltliner is pre-eminent amongst 
these. It has long since established itself as one of the 
 great white wines worldwide and as a result it is being 
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3
THE GRAPES  
DOMESTIC AS WELL  
AS INTERNATIONAL
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planted more and more frequently in other parts of the 
world. At the same time, international wine experts are 
discovering exciting rare varieties such as Zierfand-
ler, Rotgipfler, Roter Veltliner, Neuburger and Wiener 
Gemischter Satz, as well as Austria’s typical red wines 
made from Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch and Sankt Lau-
rent. Austria also has truly terroir-driven jewels inclu-
ding rosé-coloured Schilcher from Steiermark, made 
from the grape variety Blauer Wildbacher, as well as the 
nobly sweet Prädikatsweine from around Lake Neu-
siedl, especially those made from Welschriesling. 
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For over two millennia, wine has been a part of Aust-
rian culture. Roman cellars, medieval villages,  baroque 
monasteries and castles are all part of the typical 
landscape of our winegrowing regions. However, de-
spite paying all due respect to its ancient traditions, 
Austria has now become an exciting, modern wine 
country with an internationally recognised depth of 
quality. These developments can be seen not only in 
the shape of outstanding wines, but also in a wave of 
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4
THE CULTURE  
GREAT TRADITION  
MEETS WILD ROOKIES
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new architecture, which has gained international atten-
tion for many wineries. Austria’s experimental ‘natural 
wine’ scene is also especially dynamic. 

Today’s young winemakers are building on traditional 
knowledge, and are combining it with the experience 
they have gained in oenology schools and wine estates 
around the world, and they are confidently treading a 
new path. 

9
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Austrians love nature and as a result they treat it with 
the greatest of respect. Environmental protection, wa-
ter purity, healthy and GMO-free food, biodiversity, 
energy and materials efficiency are all treated with 
the highest priority. For this reason it should come as 
no surprise that Austria is the world leader in organic 
farm ing: around 23% of the agricultural area and circa 
14% of all vineyards are already managed according 
to organic farming guidelines*. There is also an official 
certification scheme for sustainable viticulture in Aus-
tria. And lastly, the majority of grapes are still harves-
ted by hand. Despite this – or perhaps precisely for this 
reason – the wine industry has developed with special 
dynamism in recent times. The number of internatio-
nally competitive companies is growing steadi ly, and 
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5
NATURE  
PERFORMANCE  
WITH AWARENESS

* Source: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Regions and Tourism
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new names are gaining recognition beyond Austria’s 
borders every year. The curve of ever-increasing export 
turnover is similar to that of the most successful coun-
tries in the New World. 

11

The ‘Sustainable Austria’ 
certification programme 
regulates the use of the term 
‘sustainability’ in Austrian 
winemaking. 

Wines made organically or 
biodynamically can be identi-
fied by the green EU organic 
logo with the code number of 
the certification body.
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Family farms dominate the Austrian winemaking 
scene, which is why the focus is not on mass produc-
tion. As a result of this ownership structure, and the 
high labour intensity inherent in artisan production 
methods as well as strict yield restrictions, Austria as a 
wine-producing country can only sell at entry-level 
prices in exceptional circumstances (large harvests, 
one-off marketing offers, sales ...). Nonetheless, Aus-
tria’s wines are excellent value for money in all the prof-
itable price bands. Many of the 10 to 20 Euro wines 
offered by wineries with sales outside Austria are at 
quality levels which usually cost significantly more on 
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VALUE FOR  
MONEY  
HIGH QUALITY,  
FAIR PRICES
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international markets. Top Austrian wines with inter-
national reputations are especially good value. A lead-
ing American importer and wine expert put it like this: 
‘Grüner Veltliner is the greatest value in the world of 
fine wine. The more you spend, the better the value.’ 
This quote definitely also applies to other Austrian 
 wines in the top segment.

13
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Austrian wines have a compact body and climate-driven 
freshness which makes them an excellent match for an 
exceptionally varied range of cooking styles and cuisines: 
from Central Europe to the Mediterranean and beyond 
to Asian foods, and from ethnic food to fusion. 

Numerous international tastings have proven that Grü-
ner Veltliner & Co are also wonderful partners for Chi-
nese and many other Asian dishes. But Austrian wine is 
of course firmly rooted in Austria’s wonderful culinary 
tradition. In short: it is the ideal match for the widest 
possible range of foods, from schnitzel to sushi.

14

7
THE TASTE  
IDEAL MATCH, FROM
SCHNITZEL TO SUSHI
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* Preview – at press, the regulation concerning Wachau DAC was in the last phase of legal approval.

Wachau DAC*

The narrow valley of the Danube between Melk and Krems 
is a World Heritage Site. Grüner Veltliner and Riesling are the 
main varieties planted here in a total of 1,344 hectares of vine-
yards, many of which are on dramatic terraces hewn out of the 
living rock. The regional typical Wachau DAC wines reflect the 
diversity of varieties (regional wine and ‘villages’ wine) as well 
as the core competence Grüner Veltliner and Riesling (single- 
vineyard wine). At the same time, the well-known categories 
‘Steinfeder’, ‘Federspiel’ and ‘Smaragd’ remain.

Kremstal DAC 

The 2,368 hectares of vineyards in this region are split into 
three separate zones: the historic city of Krems and the  rocky 
Krems valley itself, the Eastern, imposing loess areas and the 
small wine villages around Göttweig Abbey, south of the Da-
nube. Together, these comprise the DAC appellation for two 
of the best white wine varieties in the world: Grüner  Veltliner 
and Riesling.

16
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The Danube flows through Austria’s lar-
gest wine producing federal state like an 
artery. A multitude of wines are produced 
here, using many grape varieties: white 
wines ranging from light and spritzy to 
monumentally-structured examples, ele-
gant red wines, sparkling wines and ex-
quisite dessert wines. The area comprises 
eight specified winegrowing regions, each 
of which produces wine styles with their 
own regional typicity. 

Kamptal DAC

With plantings totalling 3,907 hectares, and a large number of 
top-rated estates, Kamptal is one of Austria’s most successful 
winegrowing regions. Loess and primary rock are the com-
monest soil types here. Several vineyard sites, for example the 
famous Heiligenstein, also have volcanic soils. DAC status is 
granted to Grüner Veltliner and Riesling here. 

Traisental DAC

With 815 hectares, this winegrowing region is small but ex-
quisit. With their spicy, mineral characteristics, Traisental’s 
DAC-varieties Grüner Veltliner and Riesling are already gain-
ing an  international following. The area’s romantic wine vil-
lages and their welcoming wine taverns (‘Heurige’) are gen-
uine insider secrets for the traveller.

17

(Lower Austria) 
28,145 hectares

NIEDER-  
ÖSTERREICH  
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Wagram

This loess-dominated winegrowing region (2,720 hectares) is 
split into two by the Danube. The Northern area with its ma-
jestic loess terraces, is home to some of the greatest  Grüner 
Veltliners in Austria, as well as to the Roter Veltliner white 
wine speciality; the historic wine town of Klosterneuburg is 
to the south of the Danube, near to Vienna, and it is home to 
the oldest winemaking school in the world, founded in 1860.

Weinviertel DAC 
 
Austria’s largest specified winegrowing region (13,858 hec-
tares) is home to a wide range of varieties, but Grüner Velt-
liner stands out. These wines have a strong regional typicity 
characterised by a marked spicy, peppery nose. In 2003, Grü-
ner Veltliner from the Weinviertel was the first Austrian wine 
to gain DAC status.

18
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Carnuntum DAC

Vines were first planted in the historical Carnuntum wine-
growing region by the Romans. This area covers 906 hectares 
and is home to some of Austria’s finest red wines and well 
structured white wines. Carnuntum DAC may be made of 
Grüner Veltliner, Chardonnay or Weissburgunder, Zweigelt or 
Blaufränkisch. The latter finds an ideal terroir on the calca-
reous soils of the Spitzerberg.

Thermenregion

The Thermenregion comprises 2,181 hectares of vineyards 
bordering the Vienna Woods. In the north of the region fruity, 
full-bodied whites tend to dominate, made using the local 
Zierfandler and Rotgipfler varieties. The south of the region 
is a stronghold of red wines like black-cherry- powered Sankt 
Laurent and elegant Pinot Noir. 

19
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This is Austria’s most easterly federal state, 
sharing a long border with Hungary, and en-
compassing the Lake Neusiedl, which is 
Europe’s most westerly steppe lake. The desig-
nation ‘Burgenland’ represents a broad spec-
trum – from full-bodied red wines and great 
white wines to an array of nobly sweet wines, 
such as the iconic Ruster Ausbruch. Its six spe-
cified winegrowing  regions allow Burgenland 
to produce top-class, characterful Qualitäts-
weine with plenty of  regional typicity.

Neusiedlersee DAC

The Neusiedlersee winegrowing region to the east of Lake 
Neusiedl covers 6,675 hectares between the town of Neusiedl 
and the Hungarian border, covering the hills around the wine 
producing town of Gols, the flat terrains of the Heideboden 
and the Seewinkel. Since 2012, Neusiedlersee DAC has stood 
for fruity and harmonious red wines made with Zweigelt, and 
under the Reserve label in a more full-bodied style. From 
2020* on, also the regions sweet wines are allowed to carry 
the designation of origin ‘Neusiedlersee DAC’.
 

Leithaberg DAC 
This DAC region on the western bank of Lake Neusiedl was 
the first one in Austria to permit both white and red wines with 
regional typicity. The limestone and slate soils of the 3,097 hec-
tare Leithaberg DAC region produce great white wines (from 
Weissburgunder, Chardonnay, Neuburger and Grüner Velt-
liner), as well as top-flight, mineral-driven Blaufränk isch wines.

20

13,100 hectares

BURGENLAND  

Ruster Ausbruch DAC*
The Free City of Rust looks back on a century long winegrow-
ing tradition. The local speciality is the Ruster Ausbruch – a 
Trockenbeerenauslese exclusively drawn from the citys 412 
hectares of vine. From 2020 on, they form the protected desi-
gnation of origin for sweet wine ‘Ruster Ausbruch DAC’. Dry 
wines from Rust may carry the designation ‘Burgenland’ or – 
where applicable – ‘Leithaberg DAC’.
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Mittelburgenland DAC

Blaufränkisch is the dominant variety in Mittelburgenland’s 
2,104 hectares of vineyards. Its unmistakeable aroma of black 
fruits of the forest and fine, spicy notes develops on the warm, 
loamy soils, giving the Mittelburgenland DAC its regional 
typicity. The Reserve wines have already proven their great 
aging potential.

Eisenberg DAC 
The winegrowing region in the south of the Burgenland is 
made up of peaceful, idyllic countryside stretching along the 
Hungarian border. Excellent Blaufränkisch wines are grown 
here on 515 hectares of vineyards to give exceptional minerality 
and uniquely fresh notes. Since 2009, they have been bottled 
under the Eisenberg DAC or the Eisenberg DAC Reserve labels.

21

Rosalia DAC 
On the eastern slopes of the Rosalia Range there lies Burgen-
land’s smallest winegrowing region with 297 hectares. Zwei-
gelt and Blaufränkisch are grown on the young deposits of a 
prehistoric ocean, and form the base for the pow erful and 
fruit- driven Rosalia DAC wines. Another regionally typical spe-
ciality is the fresh and spicy Rosalia DAC Rosé from one or 
more red Qualitätswein grape varieties.

* Preview – at press, the regulation concerning Ruster Ausbruch DAC and the changes in the 
 Neusiedlersee DAC and Leithaberg DAC regulations were in the last phase of legal approval.
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Vulkanland Steiermark DAC

There are many little wine-islands on the flanks of the extinct 
volcanoes here, giving their name to the winegrowing region. 
With 1,524 hectares of vineyards, these volcanic soils produce 
DAC wines with a distinct, individual character: above all 
Welschriesling, Weissburgunder, Morillon (Chardonnay) and 
Sauvignon Blanc. Around Klöch, Traminer is a local speciality.

Südsteiermark DAC

In parts along the border with Slovenia, the breathtaking, 
steep slopes of Südsteiermark characterise one of the most 
charming winegrowing regions in the world. These 2,563 
hectares host a large number of white grape varieties, which 
serve as the base for DAC wines, but the Sauvignon Blanc 
influ enced by the shell-limestone soils from the best single 
vineyard sites is the undisputed standout wine of the region. 
The slate soils in the Sausal hills are also a special feature.
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With its extra-steep vineyards, the Stei-
ermark is one of the most beautiful wine 
landscapes in the world. Styrian wines 
include fresh Welschriesling, piquant 
Gelber Muskateller, fine Weissburgunder 
and full-bodied Chardonnay (which is 
also called Morillon here), and they all 
have a crystal-clear character. However, 
first and foremost Styrian wines also in-
clude some of the best Sauvignon Blancs 
in the world.

Weststeiermark DAC

The romantic Weststeiermark region is home to 546 hectares 
of vineyards. Around 70% of the area is planted to the Blauer 
Wildbacher variety, which is used to produce a unique ter-
roir wine called Schilcher. This rare, rosé wine with its lively 
acidity has already achieved international cult status. Next to 
the typically Styrian white wines such as Sauvignon Blanc, 
 Welschriesling and Weissburgunder, this regional speciality 
may be distributed as Weststeiermark DAC. 

23

(STYRIA) 
4,633 hectares

STEIERMARK  
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The vineyards in the Austrian capital have an impor-
tant economic and cultural status. The multiplicity of 
styles made here ranges from Wiener Gemischter Satz 
through Grüner Veltliner and Riesling to Weissburgunder, 
Chardonnay and excellent red wines. Vienna is especially 
proud of its romantic wine venues: the Heuriger  taverns, 
which are loved by both locals and tourists alike.

Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC

‘Gemischter Satz’ is an expression which refers to planting, 
harvesting and vinifying different white wine varieties all 
together (field blend). Through this traditional method in the 
vineyard and  winery emerge great Viennese wines with re-
gional typicity that are permitted to be labelled with vineyard 
designation. Wiener Gemischter Satz wines include varieties 
such as  Grüner Veltliner, Welschriesling, Weissburgunder, 
Riesling, Traminer and others.

24

(VIENNA)
637 hectares

WIEN  
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AUSTRIAN WINE  
CATEGORIES  

Austria’s dry wines can either be classified as classically 
fruit-driven, or full-bodied reserve wines with aging potential. 
In addition, Austria also produces exceptional sparkling 
wines, fruity rosé wines and exquisite Prädikatsweine. 

In the Austrian Wine Law, the traditional term ‘Landwein’ 
replaces the Community law term ‘Wine with Protected Geo-
graphical Indication’. The origin of grapes used for Landwein 
must be the winegrowing areas Weinland, Steirerland or Berg-
land. 

The ‘Qualitätswein’ designation can only be 
used for wines produced with one or several of 
the 40 permitted grape varieties and that origi-
nate from a legally-defined winegrowing region 
with protected designation of origin. Qualitäts-

wein is controlled by an Austrian Federal Wine Laboratory 
and is labelled with a federal inspection number. Estate bot-
tled Qualitätswein is identified by the red-white-red banderole 
on the bottle capsule . The maximum yield for Austrian Qua-
litätswein is 9,000 kg/ha.
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DAC (Districtus Austriae Controllatus)

The inclusion of DAC on the label indicates a Qualitätswein 
which expresses the regional typicity of the winegrowing re-
gion it comes from (like AOC in France or DOC in Italy). The 
additional designation ‘Reserve’ indicates a powerful wine 
style with cellaring potential. ‘DAC’ always refers to the geo-
graphical region of origin of the wine and never to a grape 
variety alone.

Qualitätswein and DAC wine may also be made from a single 
vineyard site; in this case, the wine must bear the word ‘Ried’ 
(single vineyard) on the label before the name of the vineyard.

KMW (Klosterneuburg must weight scale): Must weight in grammes 
of sugar per 100 grammes of grape must. 1 °KMW corresponds to 
approximately 0.9 °Brix.

PRÄDIKATSWEIN

Prädikatswein is Qualitätswein with a particular level of 
 ripeness and method of harvesting. Enrichment/sweetening is 
not permitted. 

➤ Spätlese: minimum must weight 19 °KMW, 
 from fully ripe grapes 

➤ Auslese: at least 21 °KMW, exclusively from carefully
 selected, fully ripe grapes

➤ Beerenauslese (BA): at least 25 °KMW, from overripe 
 and nobly rotted grapes 

➤ Eiswein: at least 25 °KMW, the grapes must be 
 naturally frozen when harvested and pressed

➤ Strohwein/Schilfwein: at least 25 °KMW, from fully 
 ripe grapes, that were either dried on straw or reed or
 hung on strings for a minimum of three months

➤ Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA): at least 30 °KMW, 
 mainly from extremely shrunken grapes with noble rot. 
 TBA from Rust are exclusively permitted to display the 
 product designation ‘Ausbruch’ in connexion with the 
 geographical indication ‘Rust’. 
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Grosse 
Reserve

Reserve

Klassik

Grapes hand harvested and pressed in a single municipality, 
exclusively traditional bottle fermentation, minimum 
of 30 months maturation on the lees

Grapes hand harvested and pressed in a single Austrian 
federal state, exclusively traditional bottle fermentation, 
minimum of 18 months maturation on the lees

Grapes harvested and pressed in a single Austrian 
federal state, all methods suitable for sparkling 
wine production allowed, minimum of 9 months 
maturation on the lees

Three-tier Quality Pyramid

Each level encompasses further quality assurance standards. 
The focus here includes the work in the vineyard, harvesting, packing heights, 
rate of yield and gentle pressing.

SEKT g.U.  

Resting on its 175 years of sparkling wine tradition, in 2016 
Austria legally defined a new top category: Austrian Sekt with 
protected designation of origin, Sekt g.U. (Sekt mit geschützter 
Ursprungsbezeichnung). The requirements which must be met 
before bringing Sekt g.U. to the market are set out in a strict 
set of regulations. The various qualities making up this catego-
ry can be described as a pyramid comprising three levels: 
Klassik, Reserve and Grosse Reserve.  

Whilst Sekt g.U. Klassik is aromatic, light and faithful to the 
primary aromas of the grape varieties used to make it, the 
Reserve and Grosse Reserve categories impress with their ele-
gant acid structures, and fine, long finishes, and are often ac-
companied with brioche notes.
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Klagenfurt

Linz

Graz

St. Pölten

Eisenstadt

Bregenz

Salzburg

Eisenberg DAC

Rosalia DAC

Leithaberg DAC

Thermenregion

Carnuntum DAC

Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC

Traisental DAC

Wachau DAC

Wagram
Kremstal DAC

Kamptal DAC
Weinviertel DAC

Neusiedlersee DAC

Ruster Ausbruch DAC

Mittelburgenland DAC

NIEDERÖSTERREICH
(LOWER AUSTRIA | 28,145 HA)OBERÖSTERREICH

(UPPER AUSTRIA | 45 HA)

TIROL 
(TYROL | 5 HA)

SALZBURG
(7 HA)

VORARLBERG
(10 HA)

KÄRNTEN
(CARINTHIA | 170 HA)

BURGENLAND 
(13,100 HA)

STEIERMARK
(STYRIA | 4,633 HA)

WIEN 
(VIENNA | 637 HA)

Südsteiermark DAC

Vulkanland Steiermark DAC

Weststeiermark DAC

Danube

Neusiedlersee      
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Innsbruck

Klagenfurt

Linz

Graz

St. Pölten

Eisenstadt

Bregenz

Salzburg

Eisenberg DAC

Rosalia DAC

Leithaberg DAC

Thermenregion

Carnuntum DAC

Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC

Traisental DAC

Wachau DAC

Wagram
Kremstal DAC

Kamptal DAC
Weinviertel DAC

Neusiedlersee DAC

Ruster Ausbruch DAC

Mittelburgenland DAC

NIEDERÖSTERREICH
(LOWER AUSTRIA | 28,145 HA)OBERÖSTERREICH

(UPPER AUSTRIA | 45 HA)

TIROL 
(TYROL | 5 HA)

SALZBURG
(7 HA)

VORARLBERG
(10 HA)

KÄRNTEN
(CARINTHIA | 170 HA)

BURGENLAND 
(13,100 HA)

STEIERMARK
(STYRIA | 4,633 HA)

WIEN 
(VIENNA | 637 HA)

Südsteiermark DAC

Vulkanland Steiermark DAC

Weststeiermark DAC

Danube

Neusiedlersee      
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